The existing methods for the prediction of protein interaction sites can be grouped into three categories based on the main input data used. The first category consists of methods using protein sequence as the only input (Ofran & Rost, 2007; Res, et al., 2005) . Methods in the second category such as molecular docking and simulation solely use structure data as input (Kozakov, et al., 2010; Mashiach, et al., 2010) . Methods of the third category make use of a mimotope motif or a set of mimotope sequences together with protein sequence or structure as input .
In this chapter, we review methods of the third category, focusing on their current statuses, discussing challenges and providing suggestions to advance this field. sequences can be inserted into genes coding for coat proteins of bacteriophage to make combinatorial libraries. As shown in Figure 1 , the combinatorial library can be incubated and selected with an immobilized protein, termed as the target. The natural partner of the target is called as the template. Phages without affinity to the target are washed away with buffer. Then, bound phages are eluted with the target, the template or stronger buffer only. The bound phages are further amplified by infecting bacteria to form a secondary library, which is then used for the next round of incubating, washing, eluting and amplifying. After several rounds of such processes which are well known as biopanning, phage clones are picked randomly from the isolation of bound phages and sequenced. The affinities of these phage clones or corresponding peptides to the target are measured by surface plasmon resonance, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay or other binding assays. The foreign inserts which enable corresponding phage clones to bind the target competitively with a template are considered as mimotopes. Fig. 1 . Schematic view of in vitro phage display and mimotope analysis.
As described above, a set of mimotopes can be readily obtained via phage display. They are capable of binding to the target and blocking the interaction between the target and the template. Therefore, it implies that the information of protein interaction sites is encoded in mimotopes and can be predicted by decoding mimotopes. It is only natural to suppose that the mimotopes are similar to the binding site on the template at the sequential or structural level. Indeed, all approaches to prediction of protein interaction sites based on mimotopes depend on either the sequence or the structure of the template. Thus, the existing methods can be divided into the following two groups:
Methods based on template sequence
Various methods based on template sequence are summarized in Figure 2 . In brief, a set of mimotopes are aligned with the corresponding template to find out the similar region in sequence, which is thought to be at least a part of the target-binding site on the template As shown in Figure 2 , methods based on template sequence involve several steps and tasks such as aligning sequence, inferring consensus sequence or motifs, searching local alignment or motif against the protein database. Among them, sequence alignment is undoubtedly the most important one. Methods based on template sequence can be fulfilled with visual inspection, general-purpose programs and tools specially designed for mimotope analysis.
Manual sequence analysis with visual inspection
Some mimotopes are very similar or even identical to some part of the template sequence every now and then, indicating the segment involving in binding the target protein. In this situation, the protein binding site can be easily depicted through aligning mimotope and template sequence manually by visual inspection. A 6mer random library was screened with the monoclonal antibody GDO5 raised against the Hantaan virus glycoprotein G2. After three rounds of panning, the mimotope obtained had the sequence LEYPWH, which was very similar to the template sequence 94YEYPWH99, implying the site where GDO5 bound (Fack, et al., 1997) . The Ph.D.-7 random phage library was panned using the anti-SEB monoclonal antibody ab53981 (Urushibata, et al., 2010) . Among the mimotopes obtained, SPDELHK was almost identical to 8PDELHK13 of the staphylococcal enterotoxin B. The ab53981 binding site was thus located. Four anti-HBsAg monoclonal antibodies, namely H5, H35, H53 and H166 were characterized using phage display (Chen, et al., 1996) . Manually aligning 16 H166-binding mimotopes with the HBsAg sequences from subtype adw2, ayw2 and ayw3, Chen et al found that most mimotopes have the CRTC or CKTC subsequences by visual inspection, which were identical to the segments from 121 to 124 of the HBsAg. The epitope recognized by H166 was thus indicated. Nonetheless, sequence alignment programs are necessary when there are a lot of sequences to be aligned or the similarity between the mimotope and template sequence is not obvious.
General-purpose sequence analysis tools
General-purpose tools for sequence alignment, local alignment and pattern search have been widely used in the prediction of protein interaction sites based on mimotope and template sequences. As we described above, Chen et al identified the H166-binding site by visual inspection. However, the software GENEWORK was used in the left three cases (Chen, et al., 1996) . Significant matches were found by manual analysis on the dot-matrix diagrams produced by GENEWORK. For example, ARARCEHRSGLSL as one part of an H35-selected mimotope was aligned to 166ASARFSWLSL175 of the HBsAg sequence from subtype ayw3, locating the H35-binding site (Chen, et al., 1996) . MDM2-binding peptides were obtained using mRNA display (Shiheido, et al., 2011) ; the peptides were aligned using the ClustalW program (Larkin, et al., 2007) . Compared with the sequence of P53, a similar segment 17-28 was found be the MDM2-P53 interaction site (Shiheido, et al., 2011) . A monoclonal antibody against the West Nile virus capsid protein was generated and designated as 6D3 (E. C. . A 12mer peptide library was screened with 6D3 to produce a set of mimotopes. Alignment revealed a consensus segment KKPGGPG, which was same to the subsequence 3-9 of West Nile virus capsid protein. A monoclonal antibody 2A10G6 was raised against the heat-inactivated dengue virus and used to screen the Ph.D.-12 random phage library. Alignment of mimotopes revealed a consensus FFDRTWP, which corresponded well with 98DRGW101 located at the tip of the fusion loop of E protein of dengue virus (Deng, et al., 2011) . In the studies of Sun and Deng, MegAlign software within the Lasergene suite was used to align the orthologs of the template. In the study of Urushibata, the ClustalW program was used to align the paralogs of the template (Urushibata, et al., 2010) . These studies showed that orthologs or paralogs were helpful for locating the binding sites.
Unlike the interaction between an antigen and corresponding antibody, a protein may have quite a few partners sometimes or its natural partner may be unknown. In these situations, the sequence alignment between mimotope and template cannot be done directly. However, a local alignment search against the protein sequence database helps to identify candidate templates and binding sites. The AC3 protein of geminiviruses was characterized using phage display (Pasumarthy, et al., 2011) . Each AC3-specific peptide sequence obtained was then searched for local alignment against the Arabidopsis non-redundant protein database at NCBI through BLASTP program adjusted for short sequence (Mount, 2007) . Proteins from a few metabolic pathways were identified as putative AC3-interacting proteins. For example, YALKHLPESTIP was very similar with 704YALKHIRES712 of the Hua Enhancer 1 (HEN1). Thus HEN1 might interact with the AC3 protein around 704YALKHIRES712 (Pasumarthy, et al., 2011 ). LipL32, the major outer membrane protein of pathogenic Leptospira, was panned against the Ph.D.-7 phage library. For each mimotope obtained, a BLASTP search against the protein database was performed. Quite a few proteins expressed on the surface of target cells of pathogenic Leptospira were suggested to interact with LipL32. For example, the mimotope HLPPNHT is similar with the sequence PLPPEHT of Collagen XX, indicating LipL32 might bind to Collagen XX at that site (Chaemchuen, et al., 2011) . The strategy of mimotope blast against protein databases has also been used to deduce small molecule binding sites and drug targets (Chen, et al., 2006; Takakusagi, et al., 2010; Takami, et al., 2011) , infer proteins involving in cell interactions (Kanki, et al., 2011; Zhao, et al., 2010) .
Besides tools for local alignment search, pattern search against the protein database has also been used to find possible templates and their target-binding sites. SdrC is important in the interactions between Staphylococcus aureus and its host. However, the host ligand interacting with SdrC was not previously identified. The Ph.D.-12 phage library was screened with SdrC and eight phage clones displayed significantly higher affinity to SdrC. These clones were sequenced, and an alignment revealed the consensus sequence HHIHHFH. It was then used for a pattern search against the human protein database allowing for zero, one and two residue mismatches. The results showed that human neurexin 1β, 2β, 3β and a T-type voltage-dependent calcium channel might be the host ligands interacting with SdrC. Among them, the subsequence 10-16 of human neurexin 1β was identical to the consensus sequence, which implied SdrC might bind to human neurexin 1β at the site 10HHIHHFH16 (Perosa, et al., 2010) . Autoantibodies against centromere associated protein A (CENP-A) were purified from sera of eight systemic sclerosis patients with the immunodominant epitope of CENP-A (Ap17-30). These antibodies were used to screen a phage library. The binding phage clones were sequenced, and the inserted peptides were aligned with MULTALIN (Corpet, 1988) to derive antigenic motifs. Human proteins containing such motifs were searched in the SwissProt Protein Sequence Database using the ScanProsite tool. Taking the PTPxxGPxxR motif as an example, 20PTPTPGPSRR29 of human CENP-A was certainly found. However, 53PTPAPGPGRR62 of human Forkhead box protein E3 (FOXE3) also matched the motif, indicating those autoantibodies could interact with FOXE3 at the site around 53-62. Indeed, the peptide 53-62 of FOXE3 was confirmed to behave similarly in binding and inhibition assays with anti-Ap17-30 IgG (Barbu, et al., 2010) .
Specially designed sequence analysis tools
Even very recently, general-purpose tools for sequence alignment, local alignment and pattern search remain popular in the study of mapping protein interaction sites based on mimotopes. One reason for this is that these tools are freely, stably and conveniently available. However, these general-purpose tools have their limits. For example, most of them are not good at aligning a very short sequence (mimotope) to quite a long sequence (template). Furthermore, they are less efficient to deduce conformational binding sites, which are made of segments far away in primary sequence but close on the surface of template structure. Specially designed tools are thus needed for sequence analyses of mimotopes and templates.
To delineate conformational binding sites on protein, the program FINDMAP was proposed (Mumey, et al., 2003) . FINDMAP allowed any permutations (e.g. inversion) of the mimotope sequence to align its template sequence. Furthermore, gaps even large gaps were permitted in both mimotope and template sequences. Such alignment was proven to be NP-complete and a branch-and-bound algorithm was used to solve the problem in practice. As FINDMAP could deal with only one mimotope each time, an improved version called EPIMAP was introduced later. It was capable of aligning each mimotope to the template, producing a set of top-scoring alignments, selecting the most mutually compatible alignments and filtering out spurious alignments (Mumey, et al., 2006) . MimAlign was a meta-method. It combined results from four multiple sequence alignments of the template and its mimotopes (Moreau, et al., 2006) . In the RELIC suite, there were quite a few tools specially designed for analysis on mimotopes (Mandava, et al., 2004) . For example, MOTIF1 and MOTIF2 were designed to identify weak sequence motifs within short peptide sequence; MATCH, FASTAcon and FASTAskan were designed for optimal sequence alignments between mimotopes and its template. Although the RELIC suite focused on the interaction between small molecule and protein, its sequence tools were often used in the analysis of protein-protein interaction sites. For instance, MMACHC-binding peptides were aligned to MMADHC with tools in RELIC and five MMACHC-binding sites on the protein MMADHC were predicted (Plesa, et al., 2011) . Mouse monoclonal antibodies against the predominant VSGs LiTat 1.3 and LiTat 1.5 of T.b. gambiense were used to screen PhD.-12 and Ph.D.-C7C phage libraries. Epitopes were identified by sequence alignment performed manually and with RELIC suite (Van Nieuwenhove, et al., 2011) . For example, ALLPFKDHLPYP selected with the monoclonal antibody H12H3 against VSG LiTat 1.5 was aligned to 269AQAVYKDHDPDQ280 of VSG LiTat 1.5. The following experiment did show that the binding of H12H3 to synthetic ALLPFKDHLPYP was inhibited by human African trypanosomiasis sera. Regretfully, all the special tools described here are now hard or impossible to access.
Methods based on template sequence: challenges and suggestions
Methods based on template sequence are of their advantages. For example, they can be used in any condition because no structural information is required during prediction. Even if the template sequence is not given, local alignment or pattern search against protein databases may fulfil the task of inferring possible templates and protein interaction sites. However, to evaluate the results of sequence alignment, local alignment search and pattern search is still a great challenge.
Two formulae have been proposed to compute the frequency of finding similar sequences in two random sequences with different lengths (Chen, et al., 1996) . One formula is for a single sequence match; another is for nearby matches within a pair of two sequences. This was a good attempt to evaluate if a continuous or discontinuous match was significant or just by chance. Chen et al assumed that 20 different residues were with equal probability at each position of the two sequences. However, it is not true in real case. To be more reasonable, we suggest using the residue frequency of the corresponding phage library for mimotopes and the actual frequency for template with long sequence. For short or unknown template, use the amino acids frequency of SwissProt.
Although the BLAST program has its statistical means to evaluate a match, they are not fit for short peptides such as mimotopes. In the study of Pasumarthy et al, a lot of matches were found. Among them, the mimotope FPKAFHHHKIY was found to be similar with 317HKIY310 of the Retinoblastoma like protein (pRBR) with an E-value of 1250 and pRBR was known to be an AC3-interacting protein. The mimotope DAMIMKKHWHRF was found to be similar with 164MIMK167 of the Geminivirus Rep interacting kinase 1 (GRIK1) with an E-value of 517 and GRIK1 did interact with the AC1 protein. Thus, they used the E-value 1250 as the threshold to filter the blast results. The candidate list was further shortened with one of the following conditions: (1) at least two hits from the same or different peptides; (2) with E-value less than 517 (Pasumarthy, et al., 2011) . In another study, only a tri-peptide or longer sequence match was considered (Kanki, et al., 2011) . It seems that the evaluation of sequence matches found by sequence alignment, local alignment search and pattern search are rather arbitrary. As the standard is different case by case, the results from these tools are more like a kind of indication rather than a formal prediction. The results can be confirmed only when more background information is available. Results from sequence alignment, local alignment search and pattern search are same in nature: similarity matches between mimotope and a protein sequence. Thus, a general statistics model or method that evaluates the similarity match reasonably is urgently needed.
As described previously, methods based on template sequence have succeeded in many cases. However, it is more frequent that mimotopes show little similarities to the template, especially when the interaction sites are conformational. Thus methods based on template sequence often fail too. TSOL18 is a host-protective oncosphere antigen of Taenia solium, which is a cestode parasite causing cysticercosis in humans and pigs. The Ph.D.-12 phage library was screened with the anti-TSOL18 monoclonal antibody 17E1. The mimotopes were aligned to the TSOL18 protein sequence using ClustalW software. No significant match was found . Intact oocytes surrounded by canine zona pellucida proteins were used to identify peptide sequences from phage display libraries that could recognize and bind to zona pellucida proteins (Samoylova, et al., 2010) . The selection of a 12mer library resulted in identification of four sequences with the common NNXXPIL motif discovered by the MOTIF2 program in the RELIC suite. Among them, NNQSPILKLSIH was synthesized and immunized in dogs. The anti-NNQSPILKLSIH antibodies did bind to the acrosomal region of the canine sperm cell. However, BLAST search did not result in identification of homologies to known sperm proteins or other mammalian proteins. Thus, to predict protein interaction sites that are discontinuous using only sequences of mimotope and template is a great challenge. Though the FINDMAP program is a good attempt on this, it is still far from satisfactory. As the entry number of the PDB database increases exponentially, more and more protein structures become available to be used in the prediction of protein interaction sites based on mimotope analysis (Rose, et al., 2011) .
Methods based on template structure
When sequence similarities are not found, it is very likely that mimotopes resemble a special region on the surface of template rather than a linear segment of template sequence. The prediction of protein interaction sites based on mimotope sequences and corresponding template structure is actually to identify and evaluate surface regions on the template that are similar to mimotopes.
Algorithms, programs and web servers
In 1995, Pizzi et al described the first method that predicted discontinuous antibody binding site based on mimotopes and the antigen structure (Pizzi, et al., 1995) . Since then, quite a few algorithms, programs and web servers have been published by different teams around the world. All these methods can be divided into four groups. The first one is the motif-based group, which align a motif or consensus sequence to template structure. This group includes 3DEX (Schreiber, et al., 2005) , MIMOX (Huang, et al., 2006) and the MimCons section of MIMOP program (Moreau, et al., 2006) . The second group includes Mapitope (Bublil, et al., 2006; Bublil, et al., 2007; Enshell-Seijffers, et al., 2003; Tarnovitski, et al., 2006) and its derivatives Denisova, et al., 2008; Denisova, et al., 2009; Denisova, et al., 2010) . It can be called the pairs-based group because amino acid pairs on the template surface are considered to be simulated by amino acid pairs in the mimotope sequence. The third one is the patch-based group, which evaluates similarities between surface patches on template and mimotopes. SiteLight (Halperin, et al., 2003) and EpiSearch (Negi & Braun, 2009) belong to this group. The fourth is the graph-based group, which aligns a set of query peptides to a graph representing the template surface. Pepsurf and Pep-3D-Search (Huang, et al., 2008) belong to this group. To improve the performances of existing programs, hybrid methods such as MimoPro and meta-servers such as Pepitope were also proposed.
As tools mentioned above have been reviewed in detail recently , here we only introduce LocaPep, a tool proposed very recently (Pacios, et al., 2011) . For each mimotope, this program firstly scans the template surface to select seeds. Then it searches residues adjacent to each seed to form a cluster. For each residue in a cluster, its total score is the weighted sum of the area, exposure, contacts and distance score. At last, the final consensus cluster is calculated to form the binding site predicted. LocaPep is written with Fortran90 independent of any specific library and runs in command line mode. Its source code, manual and binaries are available at http://atenea.montes.upm.es.
Benchmarking tools of the trade
As described above, quite a few methods based on template structure are available for the phage display community to predict protein interaction sites. All these methods have succeeded in some case studies. These test cases were either compiled from published papers or from special databases such as the ASPD database (Valuev, et al., 2002) and the MimoDB database (Huang, et al., 2012; Ru, et al., 2010) . However, no systematic evaluations were done when these methods were published. This is due to a relative lack of the type of data where the target-template complex is solved and the relevant mimotope data is available simultaneously.
As the protein structure and mimotope data increase rapidly (Huang, et al., 2012; Rose, et al., 2011) , now it becomes possible to make benchmarks for the trade to evaluate its tools at a larger scale. Sun et al compiled a benchmark from the PDB database and the MimoDB database. It included 47 test cases in which 18 cases were with structures of the antigen-antibody complexes and 29 cases had structures of other protein-protein complexes. They further kept only one test case for each complex with the same template, which made a representative dataset with 30 test cases. Five popular tools, i.e. Mapitope, PepSurf, Pepitope, EpiSearch and Pep-3D-Search, were evaluated with the benchmark and the representative dataset. The results showed that performances of these tools were better than random predictions. However, their overall performances were still not satisfactory. Most tools were good at some cases but failed with other cases.
Our group has also compiled a benchmark called MimoBench (Huang, et al., 2012) . It can be freely accessed from http://immunet.cn/mimodb/mimobench.php. Currently, MimoBench has 23, 23 and 27 sets of data for antibody-antigen complex, receptor-ligand complex and other protein-protein complex respectively. Using this benchmark, we have performed a preliminary evaluation on Mapitope, Episearch and MimoPro by their default parameters. Our results showed that performances of these tools were poor in many cases. However, they made quite accurate predictions in some cases. Taking the AUC value 0.8 as a cutoff, the three benchmarked tools succeeded in overlapping but different cases, which suggested that these tools complemented each other. Thus, it is recommended to use several tools together in the prediction of protein-protein interaction sites based on mimotopes.
Methods based on template structure: Challenges and suggestions
Methods based on template structure are capable of predicting the conformational sites of protein-protein interactions. However, the existing tools are not robust enough. Sun et al reported that many test cases in their benchmark dataset could not be applied to the five tools they evaluated due to software limitations . We met the same problem when we compared Mapitope, Episearch and MimoPro using MimoBench. For example, four test cases were excluded from benchmarking because these tools did not work on the template with two or more chains. Another 10 cases were dropped because MimoPro returned no results for unknown reason (Huang, et al., 2012) . Hence, tools in the future should be more robust. Furthermore, they should also be more convenient to access. It is hoped that web sites of these tools are stable and easy to access. No login is required. Thus, they can be utilized more conveniently whether they are standalone tools or web servers.
As described in the previous section, performances of the existing tools based on template structure are poor in many cases. To improve their performances is one of the greatest challenges in this field. We have suggested that the poor performance might partly due to information loss and noise inclusion during the experimental and computational process (Huang, et al., 2009) . Considering the two points in mind, the accuracy of deciphering protein interaction sites using mimotopes might be improved. We will discuss on this issue in the following section.
Data cleaning tools
Due to the limitation of experiments, the biopanning results are noisy. They are usually a mixture of mimotopes (desired signal) and target-unrelated peptides (unwanted noise).
Target-unrelated peptides (TUPs) can be divided into two categories. One is called selection-related TUP. They appear in the biopanning results because they are selected by contaminants or other components of the screening system rather than the target (Menendez & Scott, 2005; Vodnik, et al., 2011) . Propagation-related TUP makes another category (Brammer, et al., 2008; Derda, et al., 2011; Thomas, et al., 2010) . They sneak into the output of biopanning because they have a higher infection rate or faster secretion rate. Phages with growth advantage can be not only noise but also decrease the library diversity and lead to a loss of useful mimotopes. Simulations and experiments showed that subtle differences in growth rate yielded drastic differences in clone abundances after rounds of amplifications (Derda, et al., 2011) . Thus, propagation-related TUP may even dominate the biopanning results. As TUPs are peptides unrelated to the target, they undoubtedly interfere with the prediction of protein interaction sites based on mimotopes if a TUP is taken as a mimotope. Changing experimental conditions and improving experimental methods can decrease TUPs. For example, increasing the stringency of panning may reduce TUPs; subtractive procedures may decrease selection-related TUPs; amplification in isolated compartment can mitigate the growth advantage of propagationrelated TUPs (Derda, et al., 2010) . However, TUPs cannot be eradicated experimentally. To exclude TUPs from the biopanning with computational tools has become an alternative and more convenient choice.
Data cleaning tool based on information theory
Based on the information theory, the program INFO in the RELIC suite (Mandava, et al., 2004) calculates information content for each peptide of the panning result. Two input files are required. The first one is a text file with a minimum of 50 peptide sequences from clones randomly selected from a naive library. The second file is the query of users, one or more peptide sequences selected from that same library. INFO first uses AAFREQ to calculate the amino acid frequency distributions at each position of the inserted peptide sequences from the parent library. The probability of random occurrence of any peptide can be calculated by multiplying the probability of each amino acid occurring at each position. The natural logarithm of the probability of a peptide multiplied by -1 is defined as its information content. Obviously, if the query peptide has very high information content, it is less possible to appear in the panning result. If it does occur in the result, it is more likely to be the mimotope selected by specific binding to the target. On the contrary, when a peptide with very low information content is observed in the result, it is less confident of taking it as a mimotope because it may be a propagation-related TUP. The INFO program was also integrated in other tools in the RELIC suite such as MATCH, HETEROalign and FASTAskan. However, all these tools have regretfully been inaccessible for about one year, which makes the RELIC suite now a real relic.
Data cleaning tool based on TUP motif
We have developed a free web server called SAROTUP, which is short for scanner and reporter of target-unrelated peptides . It can be used to scan and exclude possible target-unrelated peptides from biopanning result. SAROTUP is based on known TUP motifs and sequences. In the current version, a set of 26 TUP motifs and 27 known TUP sequences are collected from literature and compiled into the program. Among them, nine sequences are known or highly suspected to be propagation-related TUPs; the left 42 motifs or sequences are for selection-related TUPs, including 14 for albumin binders, six for unrelated antibody binders, five for immunoglobulin Fc region binders, five for streptavidin binders, five for plastic binders, four for bivalent metal ion binders and one for biotin binders, protein A binders and lipid A binders respectively. We had tested SAROTUP before the MimoDB database was constructed. The results showed that: (1) TUPs were often seen and taken as mimotopes; (2) epitope prediction based on mimotopes was greatly interfered if TUPs were used in the analysis; (3) SAROTUP improved performances of epitope mapping based on mimotopes through cleaning the input data; (4) SAROTUP also helped to explain experiment results. However, as a tool based on pattern search, SAROTUP cannot deal with TUPs without known motifs.
Data cleaning tool based on database search
The problem mentioned above was partly solved when the MimoDB database became available (Huang, et al., 2012; Ru, et al., 2010) . With a lot of biopanning results and relevant background information collected, this database can be used as a virtual and comprehensive control for experimental biologists. In the MimoDB database version 2.0, a batched peptide search tool can be used for a set of peptides to search against the database. If a peptide has been reported by different groups with different targets, it may be a TUP rather than a mimotope. This is because the chance of obtaining an identical peptide from a library having millions or billions of different peptides with a completely different target is extremely small. If this happens, the peptide obtained may be due to some common factors in the biopanning systems rather than by the target. The MimoBlast tool of the MimoDB database can further find out those peptides not identical but highly similar to the query peptides. Such peptides may also be TUPs. New TUP motifs can be derived from analyzing the result of MimoBlast. With these tools, we studied the peptides in the MimoDB database and claimed confidently that GETRAPL, SILPYPY, LLADTTHHRPWT, TMGFTAPRFPHY, SAHGTSTGVPWP and HLPTSSLFDTTH are TUPs which were not reported before (Huang, et al., 2012) .
Data cleaning tools: Challenges and suggestions
Although the data cleaning tools described in this section complement each other, none of them are real classifiers but rather reminders. Without a solid statistical estimation, they can only tell users that a peptide in the result may be a TUP rather than a mimotope. However, as the entries in the MimoDB database increases rapidly, it is now practical to construct various TUP predictors based on machine learning methods. Secondly, the data cleaning procedure was ignored by most existing tools for the prediction of protein interaction sites based on mimotopes. This situation should be changed in the future.
Conclusion
Identification of the protein interaction site is very important for basic and applied research. Computational analysis on mimotopes obtained from phage display or other surface display experiments is a relatively cheap, convenient and efficient strategy to locate a protein interaction site at the segment or residue level. Although used mostly in epitope prediction, this strategy can also be used to other types of protein interaction sites. Insights can be gained by methods based on template sequence, which find sequence similarities between mimotopes and template through sequence alignment, local alignment search and pattern search. Conformational sites can also be mapped by methods based on template structure. However, performances of all existing methods are not satisfactory enough. This is at least partly due to TUPs that crept into the biopanning result. Several tools are available to detect TUPs based on information theory, known TUP motifs or special database. With the rapid accumulation of experimental data and improvement of methods, an evidence-based virtual phage display platform is expected to be established and the performance of predicting protein interaction sites based on mimotopes will substantially be increased.
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